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Abstract. People use verbal descriptions and graphical depictions to communicate spatial information, thus externalizing their spatial mental representations.
In many situations, such as in emergency response, the ability to translate the
content of verbal descriptions into a conflict-free sketch map could greatly assist with the interpretation of the message. In this paper, we present an outline
of a semi-automatic framework enabling seamless transition between verbal descriptions and graphical sketches of precinct-scale urban environments. The
proposed framework relies on a three-step approach: NL parsing, with spatial
named entity and spatial relation recognition in natural language text; the construction of the spatial Property Graph capturing the spatial relationships between pairs of entities; and the sketch drawing step where the identified entities
are placed on a canvas in a manner that minimizes conflicts between the verbalized spatial relationships, thus providing a plausible representation of the described environment. The approach is manually demonstrated on a natural language description of a university campus, and the opportunities and challenges
of the suggested framework are discussed. The paper concludes by highlighting
the contributions of the framework and by providing some insights for its actual
implementation.
Keywords: NL place descriptions, spatial information extraction, dynamic
sketching
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Introduction

People often use verbal and graphical (sketch) language to communicate information
about spatial scenes in a way that externalizes the mental images they have created
through direct or indirect experience with the environment. An intuitive spatial human-computer interaction should accommodate both modes of communication. For
example, in emergency response, fast automatic sketching of the affected environment from a caller’s verbal input can be critical, in cases where direct georeferencing
is not possible. By asking for additional natural language (NL) input from the caller,
thus initiating a dialog, the service could refine or disambiguate the sketch. In an effort to enable seamless switching between the two modes of communication, and
since different groups already work on generating spatial NL expressions from map
sketches, this research focuses on generating spatial sketches from unrestricted NL.
An important aspect of both verbal and graphical spatial language is the extended
use of spatial relations to communicate the various absolute and relative locations of
features in the descriptions. In verbal language the expression of spatial relations is
done with abstract, yet functional linguistic terms. Such terms enable the understanding of the infinite variability of the world, while revealing aspects of the environment
with some functional relevance [1]. And sketch maps are themselves visually simple,
two-dimensional representations of features in an environment and the spatial relations among them. Sketch maps can serve as an intuitive user interface for geospatial
computer applications (e.g., [2]). In this paper, we demonstrate the conceptual outline
of an algorithm for the (semi) automatic construction of plausible, two-dimensional
sketch maps, based on the extraction of spatial relations and features from text-based
natural language (NL) descriptions.
Both verbal descriptions and sketches differ substantially from how computers and
geospatial services generally process and present geographic information. While work
from various communities is being done separately on NL processing for extracting
geospatial information (e.g., [3]), on comparing NL descriptions and sketches that
express the same cognitive image (e.g., [4]), and on assessing the information presented on a man-made sketch map (e.g., [5]), there is no effort so far—to the best of
our knowledge—on assessing whether the information extracted from NL processing
can result in a plausible, two-dimensional sketch-like representation of the described
environment. This transformation forms a substantial challenge, acknowledging that
NL descriptions can be notoriously underspecified and ambiguous.
This paper is a first take on this challenge of going from descriptions to depictions.
Our hypothesis is that spatial information extracted from NL place descriptions can be
(semi) automatically represented in a topological conflict-free sketch map. Such a
sketch can reveal the way that the person who expressed the NL description conceptualizes the environment. Positive evidence would support Tversky’s suggestion that
the meanings of linguistic elements can be mapped straight onto the meanings of depicted elements and vice versa [6].
The conceptual algorithm we are proposing in this work actually comprises three
steps: 1) a NL parsing step, 2) a graph-producing step, and 3) and a sketch-drawing
step. We are expecting unrestricted NL descriptions of a specific, urban environment.
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Thus, implementation of the parsing step depends on ongoing work on part-of-speech
tagging, spatial named entity recognition, and toponym resolution for a parser that
would be able to identify the geographic features in a description and the spatial relations among them (cf. [7–13]). For a plausible automated placement of geographic
features on the plane, spatial relations are categorized according to formal models of
topological, cardinal, projection and orientation relations ([14–17]). During the second phase, the identified spatial features and relations are placed on a spatial Property Graph (sPG). The sPG strips away the cognitive details of the NL place descriptions and provides the basic spatial information in the form of reference objects (RO),
locata (L)—objects to be located in relation to the RO—and the identified spatial
relations (r) between them. The ROs and Ls are the nodes in such graphs, while the
rs are labeled edges. During the final phase, all ROs and Ls are arranged on the plane,
in a sketch that represents a plausible representation of the described environment,
according to the extracted spatial information. By plausible here, we mean a topologically conflict-free representation that is most probably one of many such plausible
representations that one can derive from the descriptions. The conceptual design of
the proposed algorithm is based on a case study of NL descriptions from memory of
the layout of a university campus, from volunteer graduate students.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses background work on concepts and tools necessary for the design of our framework, and
our approach is presented in Section 3—the three steps of the conceptual algorithm.
Section 4 discusses the case study and an example of (manually) applying the algorithm to produce the sPG and corresponding sketch(es). In Section 5 we study the
results and provide an overall discussion of the important aspects of our conceptual
design. We conclude this paper and discuss future work in Section 6.

2

Related Work

In this section we discuss previous work that is related to the three steps of our approach, namely the NL parsing step, the property graph production, and the sketch
drawing, and point out the differences with comparable approaches.
2.1

Extracting spatial information from NL descriptions

We are interested in an algorithm that can produce a plausible two-dimensional representation of the place described in an unrestricted NL narrative. Some earlier work on
NL processing had focused on the extraction of specific and application-dependent
spatial information from restricted language [7, 18, 19]. Most computational aspects
of spatial information do not consider linguistic issues. The intricate, bendable and
uncontrollable linguistic concepts that lead to under- or over-specification when mapping NL to formal representations of spatial information can be regarded responsible
for the lack in domain-independent applications. Bateman et al. [20] argue extensively about this shortage, especially when it comes to formal models of spatial relations
which are based on the logic of human spatial cognition. Such models do not take into
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consideration the linguistic constructs and the way that people actually verbalize spatial relations. In [21] the need for semantics and a linguistically-oriented spatial ontology that can facilitate mapping between NL and spatial calculi, such as the Generalized Upper Model (GUM) ontology [22], is supported. Recently, however, work on
parsers that can process unrestricted NL for spatial information and thus come closer
to the requirements of our algorithm has surfaced, and is described here.
Kordjamshidi et al. [23] introduce spatial role labeling (SpRL), a method for assigned the roles of ROs, locata and spatial relations roles to terms. NL sentences are
tagged according to the holistic spatial semantic theory in [24], and later mapped onto
formal spatial relations frameworks, to facilitate subsequent spatial reasoning. The
authors propose machine learning methods to cope with the various sources of ambiguity of spatial information in NL. In [8] they employ the proposition project (TPP)
used in SemEval-2007 [25] to disambiguate the prepositions’ spatial meanings and
enhance their SpRL technique. Evaluation of the spatial role labeling task is done
using the General Upper Model (GUM) spatial ontology [22].
Another group, interested in the generation of rendered 3D images from NL scene
descriptions, created a dependency parser, which labels all terms in a sentence according to their direct or indirect relation with the (finite) verb [10] . The first version of
the system (Words-Eye) handled 200 verbs in an ad hoc manner with no systematic
semantic modeling, while their current system utilizes the Scenario-Based Lexical
Resource (SBLR) [11]. SBLR consists of an ontology and lexical semantic information extracted from WordNet [26] and FrameNet [27]. With such parsers, the goal
of labeling terms of unrestricted NL descriptions with specific spatial roles becomes
much more feasible, and they are considered a necessary prerequisite for the conceptual design of the proposed framework.
2.2

Property Graphs

In our conceptual framework, there is an intermediate step between the input NL processing and the two-dimensional representation of the layout—the creation of a spatial Property Graph (sPG). Property graphs [28–31] are a special type of graph data
models introduced whenever the data complexity exceeds the capabilities of the relational model as in e.g., transport networks [32] or spatially embedded networks [33].
Property graphs are directed, labeled, edge- and node-attributed multi-graphs, with
nodes representing entities, and edges the relations between them [31]. We call the
property graph constructed in the suggested framework a spatial property graph, emphasizing the fact that the labeled directed edges between nodes represent spatial
relations with (possible) properties, frequently belonging to formal models.
2.3

Mental maps

Producing a sketch map from text descriptions cannot be a direct action, but requires
first understanding of the process by which people built mental models [34]. This
process, called cognitive mapping, comprises a series of psychological transformations by which an individual acquires, codes, stores, recalls, and decodes infor4

mation about the relative locations and attributes of phenomena in their everyday
spatial environment” (p.9, [35]). Sketching the spatial relations from a mental model
is called mental mapping and the end results, i.e. mental maps, are a prominent source
for researching human’s understanding and feelings about geographic places [36, 37].
The properties of mental maps exhibit all of the processes humans go through by
first cognitive mapping and then mental mapping: they are highly simplified, schematized, selective and distorted [38]. They are entirely qualitative, thus reflecting humans’ thinking about geographic space [39]. Topological relations are usually correctly preserved, as are order and sequence relations [40, 41]. Previous research indicates
that information represented in a mental map is preferentially North-Up oriented [42].
From this discussion, it should be clear that mental maps have specific properties that
this research intends to exploit in the sketching process.
2.4

Comparable approaches

With a focus on spatial relations inference to extract new information, Wiebrock et al.
[12] produce a visualization from descriptions of spatial layouts. They also produce a
graph of objects and spatial relations between them, which resembles the sPG suggested here, in that their graph is also a labeled, directed graph where the edges are
spatial relations. The authors then use multiplication of transformation matrices, constraint propagation, and verification to realize inference. Apart from the focus on
inference of new spatial information alongside the visualization of the spatial layout,
their approach differs from ours in that input to their system is not unrestricted NL
descriptions, but a sequence of propositions from instructed agents. They also consider only table-top objects and room environment descriptions, with a main interest in
human-robot communication for indoor robot movements, instead of relations between features in urban environments, which are what we are mainly focusing on.
Finally, while for robot navigation a representation of indoor environments must be
consistent with reality at every location, we require our representations to be plausible
(i.e., free of topological conflict), but they need not be consistent with reality.
In another approach, a route description from search engines is used to produce a
map of the route called LineDrive [43]. In this work, spatial cognition insights are
used to schematize the route map, i.e. linearizing the streets, straightening angles
between route segments, emphasizing the route and de-emphasizing (up to disappearance) the context information, resulting in a very clear and simple spatial representation similar to sketch maps. Among other fundamental differences, input information
for the sketch comes from an already interpreted set of route instructions that were
produced by a database search, whereas we focus on the generation of plausible
sketches from unrestricted NL descriptions of a spatial layout.
Finally, in an another effort to generate sketch maps from route descriptions,
Fraczak [44] attempts to directly map NL expressions to a so called graphic code,
which in turn is supposed to generate a map. From the literature it is not clear if this
mapping was ever completely implemented. Again, the author focuses on NL descriptions of routes rather than spatial layouts. In addition, Fraczak’s goal is to derive an
interpretation of the route description that is consistent with reality, whereas we stress
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the dynamic nature of the sketching process in this framework that allows for several
plausible solutions.

3

Approach

The general approach we are proposing consists of three steps:
1. An unrestricted NL parser processes the descriptions of a specific environment’s layout and labels the terms in each sentence according to
whether they carry a spatial role or not.
2. Algorithm 1 takes the parser’s output and produces a spatial Property
Graph (sPG).
3. Algorithm 2 processes the sPG graph and produces a plausible 2D representation of the described environment’s layout, in the form of a sketch.
3.1

Parser output

The first step in the conceptual framework is feeding the parser with an unrestricted
NL description of the spatial layout of an environment. The parser labels the terms in
each sentence according to a spatial role set, consisting of some of the basic spatial
semantic concepts that are defined as ‘universals’ in the spatial semantics literature
[24], also used in the annotation scheme developed in [8], and contains the core roles:
reference object (RO), locatum (L), spatial relation (r), and none—if the word provides no additional spatial information. The spatial relation can be a static spatial
indicator or a motion indicator. We decided to employ this already defined spatial
role set because it is commonly used in the current spatial semantics parsers’ literature
(cf. [9, 10, 12]), with some of the roles having alternative names such as trajectory for
the L, or landmark and relatum for the RO (cf. [24]). The roles of RO and L are identified for features on level 3-building and level 4-street of the granularity schema
developed in [45], as we are focusing on spatial relations and features of an urban
environment.
The RO is the reference object in relation to which the location or the trajectory of
motion of the locatum L is indicated. The L is the entity whose location or trajectory
is of relevance, and it can be static or dynamic. The r explains the type of spatial relation between RO and L and is usually a preposition (e.g., “house on the lake”), but
can also be a verb (e.g., “buildings surrounding the lawn”), or a noun (e.g., “the road
to the east), or even implicit (e.g., “Paris, France”, implying in). In GUM ontology
[22] it is defined as spatial modality, and is the main axis of the spatial relation. It can
also be an indicator of motion, e.g., in the form of motion verbs [8].
The desired and required final output of the parser is a list of ordered triplets of the
form in Equation 1,
<L r RO>i, with i=1..n

(1)

where n is the number of triplets, and i is the index of each triplet according to the
order with which it was identified in the NL description. At this point, words labeled
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as none are not considered any further. It should be made clear here, that the same
spatial elements may participate in multiple triplets. For example, from the sentence
“You can also find NAB and Commonwealth bank branches near the Union House”,
the parser should produce the following triplets: <NAB near Union House>, <Commonwealth bank near Union House>. In other words, ‘Union House’ is the RO for
both Ls, ‘NAB’ and ‘Commonwealth bank’. For this reason, and to assist with the
algorithm’s design, the parser assigns to each RO a unique numerical identifier
RO_ID. This identifier is later used to: a) help in recognizing how many Ls are related to the same RO, and b) to help resolve synonymy issues, i.e., if two ROs with different RO_IDs at first are recognized as the same entity, but with different names
(e.g., one official and one shorter for brevity), then they get assigned the same
RO_ID. In a similar manner, synonymy is resolved between locatums (Ls).
Apart from relations in the form of prepositions, adjectives, nouns, or implied ones,
the parser is required to recognize the more complex, path indicating relations such as
across, along, down the hill from, etc. which are identified as PathRepresentingInternals in the GUM ontology [22]. Motion verbs, when conveying spatial information
should also be detected as such. For example, in “You may continue north, past the
bakery to reach the market”, by interpreting ‘may continue north’, ‘past’ and ‘to
reach’ the parser should produce the triplet <market north bakery> recognizing that
there is a path that leads from one feature to next, in a sequence. Finally, the parser is
able to resolve anaphora and other co-references (cf. [23]). For example, in “…of the
old buildings. These buildings are…” the parser is able to identify that ‘these buildings’ refer to the ‘old buildings’ previously mentioned, and therefore are the same
spatial entity.
Interpretation rules. Certain rules are imposed on the parser for the interpretation of
the spatial semantics, for our conceptual framework to work properly.
Rule 1: Each description corpus falls entirely into a single top-level container. It is
initially assumed that with input from the analyzer, the described spatial environment
would be identified as the main container and reference system of each description.
For example in our case study, the term ‘campus’ was recognized as such, and identified ROs and Ls were positioned in it. Use of superlative in descriptions then indicates the outer bounds of such reference system, and is picked out by the parser. For
example, in “The Arts School is furthest north on campus”, the output triplet should
be <Arts School furthest north on campus>, instead of just <Arts School north on
campus>.
Rule 2: A sequence of Ls with no additional spatial information produces inherited
relations to the same RO. In the example “From the intersection by continuing north
you can get to the museum, the library and then reach the market.”, the expected output triples are <museum north intersection>, <library north museum> and <market
north library>. Hence the relation north is inherited for all triplets, the L of each triplet becomes the RO in the next, and orientation does not change (see Rule 3).
Rule 3:Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the initial orientation identified does not
change – this is a general phenomenon when dealing with the orientation of a description. However, when a change in direction is stated, and when there is no obvious RO
after the change, then the notion of a corner-point (CPi) is introduced. The CPi acts as
7

the RO for the next bit of the description when the direction has changed, but also as
the L for the previous part of the description. So, the output triplets in the example
“The second path from the south entrance takes you a little bit to the west and then
switches to the north. From this path […] you can reach the University House by
continuing north” should be <CP1 west south entrance> and <University House north
CP1>.
Rule 4: Verbs that imply a container, such as ‘contains’ or ‘houses’ are interpreted as
the containment relation in, and the container feature is then considered the RO of the
relation. In the example “The Union House is containing many cafes and restaurants…” the output triplets are <cafes in Union House> and <restaurants in Union
House>. In these cases, if the RO is involved in another relation, then the relation also
holds for the contained features as well, however, the reverse is not true. In the example “[…] in Baretto’s in the Alan Gilbert building, across Grattan St. is the medical
building”, then apart from ‘Alan Gilbert building’, also ‘Baretto’s’ is considered as a
possible locatum across the street from the medical buildings.
Rule 5: Named streets are assigned a role of either RO or L, whereas paths, which are
usually unnamed or inferred, are only expressed through the spatial relations of the
spatial elements they connect.
Rule 6: Complex spatial relationships including two or more ROs or Ls are broken
into binary relationships. Complicated descriptions require extra inference capabilities
from the parser. Prepositions such as around, require usually an orientation for locating features. In the example “Around South Lawn you would see (from left to right)
Graduate House, the MBS […]” the parser should be able to assign the relation
around between South Lawn and all the mentioned locatums, and also assign the
relation to the right of between the locatums in the mentioned sequence, i.e. <Graduate House around South Lawn>, <MBS around South Lawn>, <MBS to the right of
Graduate House> and so on. In addition, the desired parser output triplets include
spatial relations that are binary in nature, Therefore, with ternary relations such as ‘A
between B and C’, and ‘A across the street from B’, the parser is required to break
them down into simple binary relations that fit with the rest. Between is decomposed
into <A between B> and <A between C>, while across into <street between A> and
<street between B>. This way, we maintain uniformity in the required output of binary relations’ triplets.
3.2

Spatial Property Graph algorithm

In this section, the second step of the suggested framework is described; a graphproducing algorithm that creates the spatial-Property Graph (sPG). Input is the ordered list of triplets produced by the NL parser at the first step. A property graph has
a set of nodes and a set of edges. Each node has a unique identifier, a set of incoming
and a set of outgoing edges, and a collection of node properties defined as key/value
pairs. An edge has a unique identifier, an outgoing and an incoming node, a label
denoting the type of spatial relationship between the two nodes and a collection of
properties defined as key/value pairs. These key/value pairs make it possible to describe in detail the relationship between two entities. In our framework, the nodes
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represent ROs and Ls and the edges the spatial relations between them. In the case of
a spatial PG, the types of relations may belong to different formal frameworks of
relations such as topological, directional, or cardinal relations. The direction of the
edge points from the L to the RO, with the exception of between relations that are
represented with bi-directional edges, and additionally decomposed into pairs of directed edges, showing the existence of one L and two ROs (see Rule 6). There can be
multiple directed edges between the same pair of RO and L (i.e., combined with a
logical AND in a formal interpretation).
Below, the sPG constructing algorithm is outlined, and an example graph from the
case study is presented in Section 4 (Fig. 2).
Algorithm1: Constructing the spatial Property Graph
Input = n triplets in the ordered list, each assigned with a sequence index i:
For i=1...n,
a. If not already created, create nodes for the RO and the L in <L r RO>i
b. Create a directed edge Ej pointing to RO and originating from L, labeled
with r
Next i

3.3

Sketch Drawing algorithm

The last step in the text-to-sketch conversion framework is the generation of a sketch
guided by the graph structure. In the current state, this process is performed by a person—it is not (yet) expect it to work unsupervised. The expected outcome is a plausible representation of the relationships among spatial objects encoded in the graph, in a
topologically conflict-free sketch, called a topological sketch.
Related literature suggests that NL place descriptions are sequential and clustered
[46]. In all the case study examples analyzed for this paper, people followed the
communication maxims [47]. The descriptions are not just a collection of facts, but
they reveal each person’s preference for what is important, relevant, and in which
sequence it should be presented. In their text-based descriptions, volunteers started
from a certain part of the environment, described it in sequence of spatially related
elements, and when done, moved on to the next, possibly neighboring part. The steps
in our algorithm are designed with this characteristic in mind: The parser’s output
triplets are ordered according to the order with which ROs, Ls, and rs are introduced
in each description. The algorithm places all ROs and Ls in the sketch, one at a time,
starting with the first RO in the sPG.
McNamara et al. [41] identified region membership as an important property of
spatial environments. Therefore, (small) regions are the main spatial feature to be
placed on the sketch canvas. However, in this framework, this idea is taken further
than in McNamara et al. by giving any entity in the graph the shape of a rectangle that
can be dynamically enlarged to include other entities, shrunk, or elongated as needed.
Furthermore, a general reference frame is introduced in the form of a double cross of
absolute cardinal directions [16], with the true North.
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Basic process. The first entity to be placed on the blank canvas is the container feature for all named entities in the description, in our case study the ‘campus’. This
entity is treated as the reference frame for all subsequent relations. In this bounding
feature, a double cross is introduced as reference frame for absolute cardinal directions (Fig. 1a). Next, find in the sPG the reference object RO_i with the smallest sequence number and place its rectangle in the double cross—if no cardinal information
with respect to the reference frame is given, the rectangle shall be placed in the center
region of the double cross. If a cardinal relation is given, then the rectangle is
sketched in the appropriate place on the canvas (Fig. 1b).













Figure 1. Dynamic generation of topological sketch example.

Once the RO_i is placed, a spatial relation of the type cardinal direction is selected
from the property graph, that relates a L to that RO_i. The rectangle for the corresponding L is placed on the canvas in the given cardinal direction relation at a fixed
distance from the RO_i (Fig. 1c). This is repeated for all relations containing cardinal
directions relating to RO_i. When no other cardinal direction relations with RO_i
remain, one of the other relations with RO_i shall be selected for inclusion in the
sketch, and each corresponding L is placed on the canvas in the given spatial relation.
If an L already exists from a previous relation, its position is checked for consistency
and readjusted if necessary, maintaining the sketch conflict free. This is repeated until
no spatial relations with RO_i remain in the graph. Next, RO_i +1 is selected and its
rectangle sketched on the canvas; the procedure is repeated until all ROs and their Ls
are placed on the canvas. Below is the outline of the sketch algorithm.
Algorithm 2: Generating a topological sketch
1. If known, draw the RO that is considered the main container and introduce a
double cross reference system in it. Else, introduce the double cross and consider it the main reference frame.
2. For i=1…n, where n is the number of unique RO_IDs,
10

a. Place RO_i as a rectangular feature on the double cross. If there is information available for its absolute cardinal position place it in the appropriate cell; otherwise place it in the central cell.
b. For all the <L r RO_i> triplets,
i. Identify all cardinal directions relations r and, if not already there,
place the corresponding L on the frame.
ii. For all other relations, if not already there, place the corresponding
L relative to RO_i according to r on the frame.
Next i
Defining the heading. One characteristic of natural language descriptions of places is
the switch of perspective or reference frame. Following Meilinger [48], who proposes
to allow different reference frames for each location, we assign each rectangle a heading, which forms one axis of the reference frame. The heading of a rectangle is defined as the direction in which the entrance of a building lays, or in the case of other
entities such as the campus or the park, the direction to the North. This rule is justified
by recent findings by Meneghetti et al. [42], who showed that the mental representation derived from spatial descriptions is North-Up oriented. In the absence of any
other orientation information we will thus default the heading value to “North”. More
complex rules could be made here, e.g. making the heading dependent on the features
already placed on the canvas or on the type of the entity. We will however leave this
refinement for future work.
Dynamically adjusting the feature placement. All rectangles can be enlarged, shrunk,
or moved to accommodate a new rectangle on the canvas. For example, if there exists
a spatial relation “IN” between two rectangles then the reference rectangle is enlarged
to make space for the new feature (Fig. 1d). On the canvas, the “IN” relation is represented as the topological relation “RO contains L”. In the special case of 3D spatial
relations, e.g., spatial relation “L underneath RO”, two rectangles are allowed to overlap partially, i.e. showing the topological relation “RO overlaps L” (Fig. 1e). Rectangles that represent streets or other linear features (e.g., rivers) are allowed to stretch
alongside several other objects when information is available or may be inferred (see
for an example Section 4 – case study).
During the placement process it can happen that a rectangle cannot be put on the
canvas, because doing so would violate one or several of the relations that already
exist. In this case the existing rectangles can also be moved as long as their original
relations are not violated. For example in Fig. 1f, the containing rectangle is moved a
little to the west, to leave room for the new rectangle that is placed to its east, to satisfy the sequence of information, as this is revealed by the ordered triplets. When a
rectangle cannot be placed without producing a conflict with existing features, past
decisions on how and where to place features are revisited, aiming to find another
solution that still satisfies all existing spatial relations. For this process to work we
introduce a data structure called a placement decision tree.
Placement decision tree. The placement decision tree records incrementally the history of decisions of where features were placed and their potential alternative place-
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ments. For example, when placing a rectangle on the canvas using the relation “entity1 is in the northern part of the campus”, three placements of that rectangle could be
viable, since a system with eight cardinal directions is used. In the placement decision
tree, three new links (north, north-east, north-west) with new leaf nodes are added,
one of which (the one attached to the link “north”) contains entity1. If at any point in
the dynamic sketching process a conflict arises out of a potential placement, then the
last decision is revisited and changed, i.e., up in the decision tree, and then the new
feature is placed again.
The decision on a particular placement thus corresponds to a default hypothesis if
alternative solutions exist. By recording not only the decision itself, but also the alternative solutions, we construct incrementally a search space in which we keep track of
our hypotheses. In contrast to [49], our data structure is lazy, i.e., we only compute a
new solution if a conflict is identified. The data structure reflects the under-specificity
of the place description and can be used as a quality measure.

4

Case Study

The case study for testing our conceptual framework consists of a set of four NL descriptions of a university campus. The descriptions were submitted by a group of
graduate students with varying degrees of familiarity with the campus. Students were
asked to produce the descriptions from memory, as if explaining to a new student the
layout of the university environment. No further directions or expectations of the
descriptions were suggested. Below is a campus description (Narrative A) to which
the suggested framework is applied and Table 1 contains the ordered set of triplets
expected from the NL parser. As the parser is still not implemented, the triplets were
manually produced and ordered according to the sequence of ROs and Ls in the description. Triplets 3 and 4 present an example of interpreting relation across as two
between relations (Rule 6). After extracting the ordered list of triplets, Algorithm 1
(Section 3.2) was manually implemented on the list, and produced the sPG in Figure
2. Double-directed edges correspond to the between relationships discussed above, to
show the difference between binary and ternary relations, represented also as binary.
Narrative A
“We're sitting in Baretto's in the Alan Gilbert Building, across Grattan street is
one of the medical buildings. Down the hill along Grattan street the new building
being constructed is the Peter Doherty Institute and diagonally across the road (Royal Parade) is Melbourne Hospital. In the other direction the open area is University
square (there is a carpark underneath) at the city end of University square is the law
building. Across Grattan street from University square there is an entrance to the
campus, straight ahead is an overpass building and to the right are the various Engineering buildings. The road goes in a big loop around the campus you can either go
left towards the Medical buildings or right past the Engineering buildings then head
North (away from University square). One other area you may want to explore is
South Lawn which you can get to by going underneath the overpass building directly
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in front of you when you enter the campus.”
Finally, Algorithm 2 (Section 3.3) is applied on the sPG and (at least) two plausible
sketch maps are derived (Fig. 3-4). As is evident, there may be many topological
sketches that can come out of one description. In the example above, it is not specified which side of ‘Alan Gilbert Building’ to place ‘Peter Doherty Institute’; therefore, a decision needs to be made and recorded in the placement decision tree. Figure
2 shows the outcome topological sketch when first choosing one side of ‘Alan Gilbert
Building’, while Figure 3 shows the outcome when choosing the other. Due to the
description being underspecified, and since the rest of the spatial relations can be
realized without conflict, both topological sketches are valid.
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Table 1: Expected parser output – ordered list of triplets <L r RO>i
<Barreto’s in Alan Gilbert Building>1
<Medical Building across (Grattan St) Alan Gilbert Building>2
<Grattan Street between Alan Gilbert Building>3
<Grattan Street between Medical Building>4
<Peter Doherty Institute down the hill Alan Gilbert Building>5
<Peter Doherty Institute along Grattan Street>6
<Melb. Hospital diagonally across (Royal Parade) Peter Doherty Institute>7
<Royal Parade between Peter Doherty Institute>8
<Royal Parade between Melbourne Hospital>9
<University Square in the other direction from PDI Alan Gilbert Building>10
<carpark underneath University Square>11
<law building at the city end of University Square>12
<entrance to the campus across (Grattan Street) University Square>13
<Grattan Street between University Square>14
<Grattan Street between entrance to the campus>15
<overpass building straight ahead entrance to the campus>16
<engineering buildings to the right entrance to the campus>17
<medial buildings left entrance to the campus>18
<overpass building directly in front entrance to the campus>19
<overpass building between entrance to the campus>20
<overpass building between South Lawn>21

Figure 2. The sPG produced by applying Algorithm 1 on the example campus description
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Figure 3. A plausible sketch map produced from the description by applying Algorithm 2
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Figure 4. Another plausible sketch map produced by applying Algorithm 2

The suggested framework was also applied in the same manner to the rest of the
NL descriptions in the set and produced sPGs and plausible topological sketches for
all of them. The fact that plausible sketches could, in fact, be generated supports our
hypothesis, considering that all descriptions were very different from each other and
varied in style, even within the same description.

5

Discussion

The complexity of putting unrestricted NL onto a sketch map stems from the underspecificity of NL. Even the fact that we can have a multitude of plausible topological
sketches is a direct effect of this observation. However, we believe that the suggested
framework is a first step toward accommodating this language characteristic.
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There are a few observations that can be immediately made from the NL place descriptions we collected for our case study. First of all, people have the tendency to
mix different styles of spatial descriptions, alternating between survey and route
views, or changing the reference object and switching from an allocentric to an egocentric description and vice versa. Even though this poses additional challenges to the
extraction of the appropriate spatial roles (L, r, RO), there has been found no contradiction, and the suggested structure of the triplets is flexible enough to accommodate
these different styles. For example, in the sentence “[…] the overpass building directly in front of you, when you enter the campus”, the implied co-location of the person
and the ‘entrance of the campus’ is enough to suggest that the ‘entrance’ can be used
as the RO in the triplet. Thus, the structure allows for any type of description, and for
the co-existence of different types of spatial relations. The interpretation of the relations follows then certain rules (Section 3.1) that make a topological sketch possible.
A second observation verifies related literature that suggests that NL place descriptions are sequential and clustered [46]. In all our examples, we found that people like
to start from a certain part of the environment, describe it in sequence of spatially
related elements, and when done, move on to the next, possibly neighboring part.
There is evidence that people move through their mental representation when giving
directions or describing places and regions. This is especially true for descriptions
using a route perspective, but seems also to be true for a survey perspective [50]. The
simplicity of the roles assigned in our framework makes it easy to identify the common spatial elements, which then act as the bridges between the various parts of described environment.
A third observation is the fact that people like to refer to the same things with different names or expressions (e.g., abbreviations), which adds another layer of difficulty when assigning spatial roles to the NL expressions. A different, but related problem
is the identification of synonyms that are in different parts of the description. In the
current approach, this identification is carried out by a person (who can consult gazetteers and other available knowledge sources), and is expected to be addressed in natural language processing.
The choice of the double cross of absolute cardinal directions to represent the main
reference system is motivated by the need to delineate and structure the canvas in a
uniform way. Cardinal relations provide the most information when trying to place
things on a blank canvas, and are thus used first in our sketch producing algorithm
whenever available. In this process, the double cross allows for suggested areas where
elements can be placed relative to each other. When absolute relative cardinal relations are missing, we start with the assumption that the first mentioned RO is placed
in the center, and things are located around it according to the rest of the available
spatial relations.
We need to emphasize here that the production of the topological sketch is an incremental and dynamic sketching process. Therefore, spatial elements are allowed to
shrink, expand, and move around in order to avoid topological conflict, as long as
they do not violate previously established relations. For example, in the description,
“the Arts building is to the north of the Union House”, if we later on find out that
there is another spatial object between the Arts building and the Union House toward
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the North, it can still be placed between them, by moving for example the Arts building further North, to make room for the new object. Also, in the case study example
(Fig. 3-4), since there is available information about the span of “Grattan st.” along
certain objects from the extracted triplets (Table 1), the rectangle representing the
street is stretched alongside the corresponding objects. Additionally, spatial objects
must occupy an area (which can be resized accordingly), and they are not allowed to
overlap, unless specifically stated so (e.g., “carpark underneath South Lawn”).
Finally, by using the term ‘plausible’ we refer to the fact that the outcome sketches
must be free of topological conflict. This means that from a single NL description
there may be multiple sketch map interpretations—homomorphic representations are
all ‘plausible’ in this sense. A mental model represents one possibility, capturing what
is common to all the different ways in which the possibility may occur [51]. The spatial objects can be placed on the plane in a way that agrees with the incremental revelation of information from the ordered triplets. If, by revisiting the placement decision
tree, conflict with a previously established relation cannot be resolved after examining
all possible decision points in decision placement tree, we then come to the conclusion that there is an error in the description. And even after all conflicts are resolved,
there is no guarantee that the resulting sketch-map accurately represents what the
narrator meant.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

The main goal of this paper was to show that a plausible topological sketch can be
produced from text-based natural languages descriptions of places, such as a campus,
without the use of additional knowledge sources. There are three processing steps in
our approach. In the first step, textual descriptions are parsed for spatial relationships
and the result is presented in an ordered list of binary spatial relations between objects, i.e., a list of triplets <L r RO>i. In the second step, objects in this list and the
binary relations are stored in a spatial property graph. In the third and final step, the
information contained in the property graph is used to dynamically construct a topological sketch, keeping track of the placement decisions made when the spatial relation is underspecified in the placement decision tree. We allow for the fact that some
of the placement decisions need to be default solutions. Such default solutions may be
inconsistent with reality. This is not critical to our goal, which is to determine if a
plausible, rather than the actual topological layout, can be found from the NL descriptions.
We have shown in this paper that our approach to (semi-) automatically produce a
topologically plausible sketch from natural language description is feasible, by applying the framework to an example (Narrative A) from the case study, and producing
plausible sketches (Fig. 3-4). We also applied the algorithm to the full set of NL descriptions and could derive plausible topological sketches for all of them. We have
given pseudo-algorithms to describe the necessary processing steps, where an automatic solution and thus implementation is possible. We clarified the rules we impose
to arrive at a feasible solution. Such rules mostly stem from research in spatial cogni-
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tion and psychology. We also identified where more research is needed to fully automate the process.
One of the strengths of the approach lies in the fact that we accept the underspecification of given spatial relations and provide a cognitively motivated default
interpretation in order to sketch them. We do not force quantification on the qualitative descriptions, rather allowing for a re-interpretation of previously sketched relations in the dynamic sketching process by shrinking, enlarging or moving features as
necessary. To achieve that, we populate the topological sketch by following the order
with which people reveal the spatial information in their descriptions, exhausting all
information for a part of the description, before moving to the next. This dynamic
sketching process reveals how each person wanders in her own mental representation
of the environment to produce a place description. We thus exploit and apply results
from research in spatial cognition and natural language processing. By producing a
list of requirements for what needs to be provided by a spatial parser, we can maybe
guide research in NL processing of spatial descriptions.
Another strength of our approach is that we can extract a very simple structure of
spatial information (ordered triplets) from unrestricted NL place descriptions. The
simple structure <L r RO>i lends itself to a straightforward production of a property
graph and a spatial topological sketch, by following the provided rules. An important
characteristic of this structure is that it allows for different types of spatial relations
and different styles of narrations to be accommodated together and to contribute synergistically to the production of a conflict free sketch.
In our current solution, the input of an intelligent agent (i.e., a person) is still needed at the parsing step. We do realize that we are building our process on a parser that
is fairly sophisticated. However, our in-depth study on previous work in NL interpretation shows that an automatic parsing of spatial expressions as we require it, may not
actually be that far in the future. Another point of consideration are the rules for
sketching, i.e. the default interpretations of spatial relations. The rules we apply were
motivated by research in spatial cognition. We will continue to check and refine these
rules as more research becomes available.
In the future, apart from actually implementing the suggested algorithms and testing them on a different set of NL place descriptions, we want to enable processing of
multiple descriptions of the same place. In our current approach the input is a single
description. We have already discussed the resolution of place name synonyms (Section 3.1). The same approach, expanded to accommodate identifying vernacular synonyms from context, can be used to point to identical entities mentioned in different
descriptions. This will allow for combining parser outputs into a single list of triplets
that contain the extracted information from all descriptions. We are expecting that
abundance and redundancy of the combined information will lead to more detailed
positioning of elements on the topological sketch, coming closer to enabling an ‘actual’ representation of the described environment. By actual representation we mean a
topological sketch that excludes some homomorphisms as not resembling the layout
of the described environment.
So far, sketch evaluation is only about plausibility. Other evaluations can offer different insights to our approach. For example, a comparison of an output sketch with a
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map would allow to ground-truth our approach. Since ground truth was not an issue
for the current research, we did not touch on the potential of using gazetteers and
spatial databases for geocoding the known elements in a description and thus enabling
alignment of sketches, but this is certainly something to consider for future versions
of the algorithm.
Moreover, some additional information can be extracted from our sPGs. For example, the number of incoming edges of a single node in the graph can be considered as
a measure of ‘popularity’ of the element, since it reveals the number of times the element was used as a reference object. Especially in the case where the descriptions of
multiple people are combined, such popularity measure would reveal landmark candidates. Similarly, counting the number of leaves in the decision tree can be considered as a measure of the quality of the description, where higher number of decisions
implies less specific descriptions that can lead to a higher number of plausible topological sketches. Finally, in the current framework, processing is restricted to buildings and street level [45]. Future extensions will deal with other granularity levels
such as cities or rooms.
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